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Abstract—This paper introduces a novel two-phase broadcast
scheme referred to as collaborative rateless broadcast (CRB-
cast). CRBcast is a scalable approach for reliable and energy-
efficient broadcasting in a multihop wireless sensor networks
that also addresses load balancing, while requiring no knowledge
of network topology. CRBcast combines the energy-efficiency
offered by probabilistic broadcasting (PBcast) with the reliability
features offered by application-layer rateless coding. In the first
phase of CRBcast, packets encoded using a rateless code are
dispersed into the network based on PBcast. In the second
phase, simple collaboration of neighboring nodes ensures that
all nodes recover original data with a very high probability of
success. Since the performance of CRBcast rests heavily on that of
PBcast, first part of this paper analyzes both analytically and via
simulations the probabilistic broadcasting scheme. We then study
the effectiveness of CRBcast. We show that CRBcast provides
both reliability and energy efficiency simultaneously. Simulation
results indicate that CRBcast provides an energy savings of at
least 72% and 60% in comparison with flooding and PBcast,
respectively.

Index Terms—Energy-efficient broadcast, wireless sensor net-
works, probabilistic broadcast, rateless coding, collaborative
broadcast.

I. INTRODUCTION

EFFICIENT network-wide broadcasting is an important
issue in wireless networks that attracted a lot of attention.

The type of broadcast data could be bulk data such as software
files or short data such as route discovery packets. Some
important factors that influence the efficiency of a broadcasting
scheme can be reliability (defined as the percentage of nodes
in the network that are able to retrieve the data), energy
efficiency, complexity, scalability, and latency. Based on the
application, some factors might be more important than others.
For example, for updating the software in all the nodes
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in the network, reliability is very important, while latency
might have less importance. Broadcasting streaming media
is a case where latency is of paramount importance. Energy
is usually an important issue especially for battery-powered
sensor networks.

In this paper, we consider the case that a large amount of
packets have to be broadcast in a multihop wireless network
with our main concerns being reliability and energy efficiency.
We are also interested in a broadcasting scheme that has low
complexity of implementation and is distributed and practical.
In this paper, we address this problem for the following
network model.

A. Network Model

For our problem, we consider the following setup. We
assume a wireless network of N static nodes with omnidirec-
tional antennas and transmission range r deployed uniformly
at random in a field with area A. We model the network by
a random geometric graph G(N, r). We also assume that r is
large enough so that G(N, r) is connected.

Furthermore, we initially consider lossless networks by as-
suming lossless channels and the existence of a medium access
control (MAC) layer, which prevents collision of packets. That
is to say, every packet sent by a node correctly reaches all its
neighbors. We also apply a more specific MAC scheme for
our simulations in Section IV-C. In this MAC scheme, when
a node is transmitting, all of its neighbors up to two hops
will be silent and will not transmit. This avoids interference
and the hidden terminal problem [1]. We refer to this MAC
as two-hop blocking MAC. A similar MAC was considered
in [2].

As in [3], in our model, we consider only the energy spent
for RF transmissions. Therefore, the energy consumption is
proportional to the number of packet transmissions in the
network.

We note that although lossless stationary networks were
considered for our preliminary investigation, our proposed
protocol is flexible for extensions to lossy and mobile networks
as we discuss in Section IV-A.

B. Related Work

The most straightforward way to perform reliable broadcast-
ing is flooding [4]. In the flooding method, a node rebroadcasts
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a packet that it receives for the first time. In a connected
and lossless network, reliability is guaranteed by flooding.
Although flooding is very simple and scalable, it has the
following disadvantage. Many redundant rebroadcasts occur
especially in dense networks, which overconsume precious
network resources like energy and bandwidth. This problem
is known as the broadcast storm problem [5]. To alleviate
this problem and decrease the number of rebroadcasts, several
protocols have been suggested. In general, the problem of
reliable and energy-efficient broadcasting in wireless networks
has different solutions in the two following models.

• In the first model, the nodes have only relaying capability.
In this case, reliable and energy-efficient broadcasting in
a wireless network is equivalent to the problem of finding
a minimum-connected dominating-set (MCDS) for the
corresponding network graph, if we model the network as
a geometric graph. Unfortunately, determining an MCDS
is an NP-complete problem [6] even if a centralized
algorithm utilizing the full knowledge of the graph topol-
ogy is applied. This forces the employment of some
heuristic and suboptimal schemes. One of the important
schemes is called probabilistic broadcast (PBcast) [5],
[7]. This approach was originally introduced in [8] to
reduce traffic for multicast wired networks and later was
tailored for wireless applications. In PBcast, a source
broadcasts all the packets with probability one. Any other
node rebroadcasts every packet that it receives for the first
time with some probability p < 1. Therefore, the number
of unnecessary rebroadcasts is decreased. However, some
nodes may not receive all the packets. A high value for
p may be chosen to achieve reliability; however, if p
is too high, energy efficiency will be lost. Some other
heuristic algorithms for attacking this problem have been
proposed, e.g., [2], [3], [5], [7], [9], [10]. Most of them
assume considerable knowledge of network topology and
are either impractical or suffer from lack of reliability.
Note that in all the above schemes, to ensure reliability
one, every single packet needs to be received by all
the nodes in the network. This constraint may cause
lots of retransmissions and may require in-sequence data
delivery. Moreover, these schemes would be far less
efficient for lossy networks (i.e., networks with unreliable
communication links).

• In the second model, in addition to relaying, each node
has the capability of doing local processing and coding.
This model was first introduced in [11] and opened a new
research path known as network coding. Considerable
work has been done in the area including [12], [13]
and references therein. In this model, the problem is
solvable by a polynomial-time algorithm, assuming that
the network is directed. Network coding (NC)† can be
divided into two decoupled problems. The first one is
to determine the subgraph over which coding has to be
performed and the flow rate on each link. The other is
to determine the code to use over that subgraph. Linear

†Although network coding is a broad term and can refer to any scheme in
which the nodes in the network do more than just relaying, from now on we
use this term to refer to network coding as defined in [14], [15].

programming (LP) aids in solving the first problem. The
coding problem is solved by sending random linear com-
binations of received packets such that the coefficients
of the linear combinations are selected from a finite
field GF (q), for which q must be sufficiently large. We
will refer to this type of coding as random sum coding.
Clearly, information about the chosen coefficients must
also be sent along with the sent packet for the decoding
purpose. We note the following shortcomings with NC.
First, the size of the finite field GF (q) from which the
coefficients of linear combinations are selected must be
very large for optimality. This makes the computations
costly. Second, the decoding is required to be Gaussian
elimination with cubic complexity with respect to np,
where np is the number of original packets. Third, the
overhead of random sum coding (due to transmission
of coefficients with each packet) is np log2 q bits for
each sent packet. This overhead might be prohibitive if
np log2 q is comparable to the size of the packets. Forth,
the assumption of directed graph is a limiting one, since
wireless networks consisting of nodes with omnidirec-
tional antennas are, by their nature, not directed, i.e.,
for any two nodes i and j that are in the transmission
range of each other, the transmission can happen in both
directions from i to j or from j to i in different time
slots. The issue of finding optimal directions for the edges
is an intractable problem by itself considering the fact
that possible combinations of assignable directions grows
exponentially with the number of edges in the network.
Finally, application of NC (while ensuring optimality) to
mobile networks may also be very difficult because the
network topology is dynamic, and the wireless channel is
noisy and time varying. Existing network coding schemes
would require some predictive mechanism regarding the
movement, traffic trends, and channel status. Implemen-
tation of network coding in dynamic networks with such
information would require dynamic programming and
may not be feasible.

Instead of using random sum codes that have cubic com-
plexity of decoding, other coding techniques can also be em-
ployed at each node. One of the best options is rateless erasure
coding [16]–[18]. Rateless codes have linear encoding and
decoding complexity. The encoding is a low-weight packet-
level addition of input packets over GF (2), and the decoding
is done by a simple iterative decoding. Unlike traditional
codes, rateless codes do not assume any knowledge of the
channel and are adaptable to different channel conditions.
In [18]–[21], the applicability of rateless codes for reliable
multicast/broadcast in single-hop lossy networks was men-
tioned. The original packets are first encoded using a rateless
code. The encoded packets are then broadcast. In single-hop
broadcasting using rateless codes, the redundancy is optimal
for all clients independent of their packet loss rates. No prior
knowledge of the channel status is needed. The client with
higher loss rates has to wait longer to receive enough packets
to recover the original data. However, the performance of
broadcasting encoded data over multihop wireless networks
depends on the underlying routing scheme as well. One option
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is to find the optimal sub-network as in the case of NC
(using LP) and then use rateless coding over the sub-network.
However, the problem of finding routes using LP is not very
practical for large networks such as sensor networks.

C. Contribution of the paper

This paper proposes a two-phase reliable and energy-
efficient broadcast scheme, referred to as collaborative rateless
broadcast (CRBcast). CRBcast is a distributed and practi-
cal scheme that employs application-layer rateless coding in
conjunction with a simple, and scalable routing protocol to
guarantee reliability and increase energy efficiency of broad-
casting in wireless sensor networks. In the first phase of
CRBcast, the rateless-encoded packets are broadcast based on
PBcast, in which each node probabilistically relays every new
received packet. The second recovery phase, which is based
on collaborations of the nodes, ensures that all the nodes can
recover the original data. The collaboration of nodes is based
on a simple advertisement and request mechanism inspired by
the SPIN protocol [22].

As a result of broadcasting rateless-encoded packets, nodes
in a network only require to receive enough number of
packets rather than all broadcast data. However, to minimize
the overhead incurred by the coding scheme, the number of
original packets should not be too small.

We examine CRBcast analytically and by simulations. To
do so, we also need to study PBcast since the characteristics of
PBcast influence CRBcast. PBcast has been studied before by
simulations in some studies, e.g., [7], [23], [24]. We elaborate
the problem here and provide asymptotic analysis for finding
the optimal forwarding probability. Preliminary results were
initially introduced in [25].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
provides asymptotic analysis of PBcast. In Section III we
introduce the idea of rateless encoding of data at source
and then using PBcast to broadcast the data. This scheme
is referred to as rateless probabilistic broadcast (RBcast).
Simulation results are provided and indicates the gain that can
be achieve by this approach. In Section IV, we propose and
develop CRBcast and simulation results are provided. Finally,
we conclude the paper in Section V.

II. ASYMPTOTIC ANALYSIS OF PROBABILISTIC

BROADCAST

PBcast is a scalable and simple scheme for broadcasting in
multi-hop wireless networks. In PBcast, every node relays a
packet that it receives for the first time with some probability
p. Let us assume that at any time slot, in which a packet
travels in the network, we color each node as black or white
with probability p and 1 − p, respectively. Therefore, black
nodes forward a new received packet while white nodes do
not forward it. Suppose B and W are the sets of the black
and white nodes, respectively. Let GB(p, r) = G(N, r)\W
represents the subgraph of G(N, r) induced by B. The fol-
lowing remark can be concluded.

Remark: The problem of energy-efficient and reliable broad-
casting in wireless networks using PBcast can be rephrased as
finding the lowest p such that GB(p, r) is connected and every

Fig. 1. A random deployment of 16 nodes in a field. At any instance, each
node is colored black with probability p and is colored white with probability
1 − p. In this figure p = 1/2.

white node is in the single-hop neighborhood of at least one
black node.

For clarification, consider Figure 1 in which a random
deployment of 16 nodes is depicted. The source node is in
the center. The forwarding probability is p = 1/2. There is
an edge between two nodes if they are in the transmission
range of each other. All the black nodes are connected, and
every white node has at least one black node as its neighbor.
Therefore, if the source node broadcasts a packet, all the nodes
in G(N, r) receive it. This implies that reliability of PBcast
is one in this case (although the number of transmissions
is not minimum). Next, we will show that there exists a
threshold pth such that the reliability of PBcast is equal to
one asymptotically almost surely if and only if p > pth.

A. Connectivity of Black Nodes

Our goal is to find the condition under which GB(p, r) is
connected. Connectivity of geometric graphs is a well studied
subject. Gupta et al. [26] derived the condition for asymptotic
connectivity of a random geometric graph. Later, [27] gener-
alized the case and considered the connectivity of a random
geometric graph with unreliable nodes in which each node
fails with probability 1 − p. Interestingly, the connectivity
of random graphs with unreliable nodes can be used to find
the connectivity condition in GB(p(N), r(N)) by mapping
the failed nodes into white nodes and the active nodes into
black nodes. The following theorem states the necessary and
sufficient condition for connectivity of GB(p(N), r(N)) for
large values of N . For proof we refer readers to [27].

Theorem 1: Consider a random graph GB(p(N), r(N)).
Let A denote the area of a square field in which we deployed
the N nodes at random. Assume p(N)×N → ∞ as N → ∞
and let ω(N) be any slowly growing function such that
ω(N) → ∞ as N → ∞. Suppose we have

lim
N→∞

(
p(N)Nπr2(N)

(ln(p(N)N) + ω(N))A

)
= α. (1)

If α > 1, then GB(p(N), r(N)) is connected asymptot-
ically almost surely. On the other hand, if α < 1, then
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GB(p(N), r(N)) is not connected asymptotically almost
surely.

Using Theorem 1, we conclude that pth for the connectivity
of GB(p(N), r(N)) is given by:

pthπr2(N)
A

=
ln(pthN) + ω(N)

N
as N → ∞. (2)

B. Sufficient Condition for the Coverage of White Nodes

In this section, we examine the sufficient condition under
which every white node has at least one black node as its
neighbor. We prove that (2) is a sufficient condition.

Theorem 2: p > pth, where pth satisfies (2), provides a
sufficient condition for the coverage of all white nodes.

Proof: Let us define Ci as the event that the ith node has
at least one black node neighbor (within a single hop) provided
that the ith node is white. We show that asymptotically

Pr(
N⋂

i=1

Ci) goes to one if (2) is satisfied. By union bound

we have:

Pr(
N⋂

i=1

Ci) ≥ 1 − NPr(Ci). (3)

Moreover,

Pr(Ci) =
(

p(1 − πr2

A
) + (1 − p)

)N−1

=
(

1 − p
πr2

A

)N−1

.

(4)

Using inequality 1 − x < e−x and (2) we have:

(
1 − p

πr2

A

)N−1

< e−p πr2
A (N−1)

< e− ln(pthN)−ω(N).

(5)

Therefore,

Pr(
N⋂

i=1

Ci) ≥ 1 − N

pthN
e−ω(N) → 1 as N → ∞. (6)

This concludes the assertion.
From Theorems 1 and 2, we conclude the following corol-

lary.
Corollary 1: Broadcasting a single packet to a network by

PBcast achieves reliability one asymptotically almost surely if
and only if p > pth, where pth satisfies (2).
So far, we have considered the case of broadcasting a single
packet. We now study the case of broadcasting np packets in
a multi-hop wireless network. Let R1 denote the fraction of
nodes that receive a particular packet in PBcast. It is clear
that in a uniform packet dissemination, R1 also denotes the
probability that a node receives the packet. Since the trans-
missions of packets are independent, the probability Rnp that
a node receives all np packets is equal to R

np

1 for a uniform
packet dissemination. However, packet transmissions are not
uniform in general. For instance nodes at the neighborhood of
the source always receive the packets while the border nodes

receive less packets. Therefore, Rnp is not equal to R
np

1 in
general. In the next lemma, we derive bounds on Rnp

†.
Lemma 1: Consider the PBcast protocol for broadcasting

np packets in a large wireless network with N nodes. Let
R1 and Rnp denote the probabilities that a random node
in the network receives a particular packet and np packets,
respectively. Then,

R
np

1 ≤ Rnp ≤ R1. (7)

Proof: The right-hand side inequality is obvious. We
prove the left-hand side inequality. Let us partition the nodes
in the network into groups 1, 2, . . . , j such that the packet
dissemination in each group is uniform. Let the fraction of the
nodes in the ith group be αi (0 < αi ≤ 1 and

∑j
i=1 αi = 1).

Also, let R1,i be the probability that a node in the ith group
receives a packet. A circular partitioning may be suitable
since the nodes with similar distances from the source are
expected to have the same probability of receiving the packets.
Assuming that the number of nodes in each partition is large
enough, it is clear that we have

R1 =
j∑

i=1

αiR1,i. (8)

Since the packet transmissions are independent in PBcast and
assuming uniform reception of data in each group of nodes,
we have

Rnp =
j∑

i=1

αiR
np

1,i. (9)

Using Jensen’s inequality, we conclude that Rnp ≥ R
np

1 .
Since energy consumption is proportional to the number of

packet transmissions, it is also desirable to obtain the total
number of required transmissions per original packet (Ntx

np
).

Since not all the black nodes receive a packet to transmit, Ntx

np

in PBcast is upper bounded by the total number of black nodes
plus one (for the source node), which is equal to pN + 1 on
the average. Moreover, in the area spanned by the nodes that
receive a particular packet, on the average, fraction p of them
are transmitting nodes. Therefore, we have

Ntx

np
= pNR1. (10)

C. Simulation Results for Probabilistic Broadcast

In this section, we demonstrate PBcast properties by sim-
ulation. First, we consider random deployment of N nodes
uniformly in a field with area A = 2000m × 2000m, for
N = 104, 105, and 106. For each N , we chose transmission
range r using πr2

A > ln N
N [26], so that the network G(N, r)

is connected. We computed pth; the threshold for the reliable
broadcasting of a single packet from (2). Table I gives the
analytical results. We note that as N increases the required
pth decreases.

†Alternatively, broadcasting np packets can be performed such that a node
keeps its forwarding status during the broadcasting session. This implies that
a node is a forwarding node (with probability p) for the whole broadcasting
session. In this case Rnp = R1. However, this unevenly distributes the energy
consumption in the network, i.e., the fixed forwarding nodes consume much
more energy than non-forwarding nodes. This is not desirable especially for
sensor networks.
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TABLE I
THE VALUES OF pth FOR RELIABLE BROADCASTING OF A SINGLE PACKET
IN THE GEOMETRIC GRAPH G(N, r) DEPLOYED RANDOMLY IN AN AREA

A = 2000m × 2000m.

N r(m) pth

104 50 0.43
105 20 0.34
106 8 0.25
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Fig. 2. R1, Rnp , and R
np

1 versus forwarding probability p for a wireless
sensor network with the topology T1 (np is equal to 2000).

Next, we consider the following network topology. We
assume N = 104 nodes with transmission range r = 50m
are deployed uniformly at random in an area A = 2000m ×
2000m. We call this topology as T1 for our future references.
We developed event-driven softwares in C++ for our simula-
tions.

We first verify our theoretical analysis for pth. We also
confirm that for reliable broadcasting of np > 1 packets,
the required relaying probability is much higher than pth.
In Figure 2, the fraction of nodes that successfully receive
a particular packet (denoted by R1) and np = 2000 packets
(denoted by Rnp) are shown. Each point in the figure is the
result of averaging over 300 different random graphs with the
topology T1. We also depicted R

np

1 , which is a lower bound for
Rnp by Lemma 1. We confirm that R1 is very close to one
for p > 0.43, which is the analytical threshold value given
by Table I. However, for np > 1, the reliability decreases
and a larger forwarding probability p is needed. We note that
for Rnp ≈ 1 in PBcast, p has to be very close to one. For
example, forwarding probability of at least p = 0.7 is required
for Rnp ≥ 0.99.

Next, we give the simulation results for the required num-
ber of transmissions per packet ( Ntx

np
) versus the forwarding

probability p, since it is the criterion for energy consumption.
Figure 3 shows Ntx

np
versus p for the topology T1 when

np = 2000.
We note that when the number of required transmissions per

packet is plotted using Equation (10), we get the same result
as the simulation provided in Figure 3. As we can see Ntx

np
is

an increasing function of p. The greatest rate of increase in
Ntx

np
happens around p ≈ 0.24. This point is the threshold for
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Fig. 3. Ntx
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versus forwarding probability p for the network topology T1.

occurrence of a giant component in GB(p, r). Let pG denote
this threshold. As given in [27], the asymptotic value of pG

can be calculated by

pGNr2/A = λc ≈ 1.44. (11)

We refer to the giant component again in Section IV,
where we observe that the optimal value of p in our proposed
protocol (p∗) is close to pG. Therefore, (11) can be used for
the approximation of p∗.

III. RBCAST: RATELESS PROBABILISTIC BROADCAST

We noted in Section II-C that as the number of packets
for broadcasting (np) increases, the forwarding probability p
also has to increase so that PBcast provides high reliability.
The reason is that every single packet must be received by
all the nodes in the network; however, as the number of
packets increases the probability that a subset of nodes miss
some packets increases as well. Therefore, as np increases,
the performance of a reliable PBcast becomes close to the
performance of flooding (p = 1), and PBcast will not be
energy efficient.

To overcome this problem, we investigate the following
potential solution. The source node encodes the data using
a channel code before broadcasting it. The encoded packets
then are broadcast using PBcast. By doing this, nodes in the
network do not require to receive all the broadcast packets.
They only need to receive enough packets to be able to decode
the data. We use rateless codes, because these codes do not
require any information about the channel and also for their
simple encoding and decoding. A node is able to decode and
retrieve the original np packets if it receives at least npγ
encoded packets, where γ ≥ 1 is the overhead of rateless
codes†. We refer to this scheme as rateless probabilistic
broadcast (RBcast).

Next, we consider broadcasting np = 2000 packets over
a random graph with the topology T1 using RBcast. In our
simulations, we use the rateless code in [16] that results in

†The reader may refer to Appendix A and [16]–[18] for more details on
encoding, decoding, and design of rateless codes.
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Fig. 4. The number of transmissions per packet versus the forwarding
probability p in RBcast. We considered np = 2000 and γ = 1.03 for a
random network with topology T1.

a decoding failure probability less than 10−8 for np = 2000
and γ = 1.03. The source node generates encoded packets,
and these packets are broadcast in the network based on
PBcast. The broadcast session ends if all the nodes in the
network receive at least npγ = 2060 packets. In this way, it is
guaranteed that all the nodes can retrieve the original data with
a probability very close to unity. Figure 4 depicts the number
of transmissions per packet as a function of p for RBcast.

As is shown, when p is very small, a large number of trans-
missions is required. The minimum number of transmissions
per packet is about 4850 and happens at p = 0.37 ∼ 0.4.
To compare RBcast with PBcast, we recall that Ntx

np
≈ 7000

transmissions are necessary for gaining reliability of 99% in
PBcast. Therefore, RBcast results in 30% less transmissions
in comparison with PBcast. This result is promising; however,
we next propose another broadcasting scheme that is similar
to RBcast and improves the efficiency even more.

IV. CRBCAST: COLLABORATIVE RATELESS BROADCAST

In this section, we propose a scheme for reliable and energy-
efficient broadcasting in multihop wireless networks. In the
proposed scheme, we provide reliability by employing rateless
coding. In rateless coding, potentially unlimited number of
encoded packets can be generated by simple XOR operations
on the original packets. A receiver is able to retrieve the
original packets when it receives a sufficient subset of the
encoded packets. No information about the channel is needed,
and there is no need for in-sequence data delivery. In other
words, it is not important as to which encoded packets a
node receives. The only important thing is the number of
the received encoded packets. We propose to use rateless
codes in conjunction with a light-weight PBcast algorithm,
which is a simple and scalable broadcasting scheme. In light-
weight PBcast, we choose a small value for p. Light-weight
PBcast reduces the probability of multiple reception of the
same packet. This prevents many redundant transmissions.
Therefore, the total number of transmissions decreases as does
energy consumption. Since not every node in the network can
recover the original packets, we need a second recovery phase

to guarantee reliability. Next, we explain our proposed scheme,
which we call collaborative rateless broadcast (CRBcast).

A. The CRBcast Protocol

CRBcast consists of the following two phases.
1) CRBcast-Phase I: In Phase I , the original np packets

at source are first encoded to npγ encoded packets. Then, the
encoded packets are broadcast using PBcast.

At the end of Phase I , some nodes, referred to as complete
nodes, receive all npγ different packets and can reconstruct
the original packets. We refer to the rest of the nodes that did
not receive npγ different packets as incomplete nodes. The
number of complete nodes after Phase I and the number of
transmissions per packet can be approximated by NR(npγ)

and Ntx

np
= pNR1γ, respectively, as discussed in Section II.

The parameter γ ≥ 1 is the overhead imposed by the
rateless coding and is selected such that the probability of
successful decoding PR(np, γ) is almost one. For large values
of np, the probability PR for rateless codes described in [16],
[18] approaches one when γ is slightly greater than one, while
the complexity of encoding and decoding is linear.

2) CRBcast-Phase II: Phase II is based on a simple
collaboration among complete and incomplete nodes such that
each complete node sends only once the required number of
packets to its neighbors to complete them. The new complete
nodes repeat this and the process continues until no new
complete nodes remain. Therefore, we need two types of very
short handshake messages between complete and incomplete
nodes: advertisement messages (ADV) and request messages
(REQ). Whenever a node becomes complete, it advertises its
completeness to its neighbors once using an ADV message
(which includes the ID of the complete node and some flag
bits that indicate the message is an ADV message). Any
incomplete neighbor that receives the ADV message responds
by a REQ message including the required number of new
packets for its completion, the ID of the complete node,
and some flag bits associated with the REQ message. For
example, suppose a node has already received n1 packets when
it receives an ADV message. This node would use an REQ
message asking for npγ −n1 new packets. It should be noted
that the complete node generates new encoded packets by
performing rateless encoding on the retrieved original packets.
In this way, it can be guaranteed that newly encoded packets
are sent to the incomplete node.

Here are more details about the collaboration between
nodes. If an incomplete node receives multiple ADV messages
from different neighbors, it will respond only to the one
with the lowest ID number. Moreover, after sending an ADV
message, each complete node waits long enough to receive the
REQ messages from all of its incomplete neighbors. When a
complete node receives different REQ messages from different
incomplete neighbors, it sends the maximum number of the
required packets. Each complete node advertises once and
each incomplete node requests once. In a connected network
with lossless channels, we prove in Lemma 2 that all nodes
are eventually completed. The total number of ADV messages
(nadv) plus REQ messages (nreq) is less than 2N packets for
the whole broadcasting session (equivalently, 2N/np trans-
missions per packet). These handshake messages result in
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negligible overhead due to their relatively short packet sizes
and the fact that np is large.

Lemma 2: Let G(N, r) be a lossless, stationary, and con-
nected wireless network. Then, CRBcast provides reliability
one independent of the value p.

Proof: Let S and I denote the set of complete and in-
complete nodes after the completion of Phase II , respectively.
Clearly, S and I are disjoint and |S| + |I| = N . To prove
that CRBcast provides reliability one, it is sufficient to prove
that I is an empty set. We note that S is a nonempty set
since the neighbors of the source are definitely complete. If
|S| = N then we are done. Otherwise, connectivity of G(N, r)
implies that there exists at least an edge (i, j) such that i ∈ S
and j ∈ I . However, this contradicts the protocol in Phase
II . Since, once node i becomes complete, it completes all its
incomplete neighbors based on the ADV and REQ mechanism
in CRBcast. Therefore, j is also complete, i.e., j ∈ S, which
contradicts our assumption.

So far, we considered lossless stationary networks. General-
ization of CRBcast for lossy networks is straightforward. The
only required assumption is that each node needs to know
its single-hop neighbors. With this assumption, CRBcast can
simply be modified for lossy networks. Phase I remains the
same (however, a higher p would be required). In Phase II ,
each complete node including the source node sends ADV.
Lost ADV messages can be compensated by periodical re-
advertisements. Lost REQ and data packets can be compen-
sated by requesting the number of necessary packets that do
not arrive within a fixed time period. When a node receives
enough number of packets, the node declares this by sending
REQ for zero packet in response to an ADV message. A
complete node stops sending ADV when it receives REQ for
zero packet from all its neighbors.

B. Simulation Results for CRBcast: Time-Relaxed Implemen-
tation

Here, we provide the simulation results for the number of
transmissions per packet ( Ntx

np
) that is necessary for all nodes

to receive at least npγ distinct encoded packets as a function
of p. This quantity is the indication of the energy consumption
in the network. In our simulations, we used the rateless code
in [16] that results in a decoding failure probability less than
10−8 for np = 2000 and γ = 1.03. Therefore, the recovery
probability (PR) is almost one. We first considered the network
topology T1 described in Section II. Figure 5 depicts the result.
We also included the number of transmissions per packet in
Phase I and II . As expected, the total number of transmissions
in Phase I increases with p, while the total number of
transmissions in Phase II decreases with p. The minimum
total number of transmissions occurs at p∗ = 0.25, for which
Ntx

np
is equal to 2769 transmissions per packet. This results in

saving of more than 72% packet transmissions in comparison
with flooding. To compare CRBcast with PBcast, we recall
that Ntx

np
≈ 7000 transmissions are necessary for gaining

reliability of 99% in PBcast. Therefore, CRBcast results in
60% less transmissions in comparison with PBcast, while the
reliability offered by CRBcast is almost one. To compare
CRBcast with RBcast, we recall that RBcast can achieve the
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Fig. 5. The number of transmissions per packet versus the forwarding
probability p in CRBcast. We considered np = 2000 and γ = 1.03 for
the network topology T1.

minimum of Ntx

np
≈ 4850. Therefore, CRBcast outperforms

RBcast in terms of number of transmissions per packet by
about 43%. This shows the effectiveness of introducing the
second recovery phase in CRBcast.

It is worth noting that using (11), the giant component for
GB(p, r) happens theoretically at pG ≈ 0.24. We observe that
p∗ is close to pG. We can explain this by recalling that at pG a
large fraction of nodes receive each packet (in Phase I). This
balances the recoveries in the two phases. Therefore, (11) can
be used as an approximation for p∗. We should also mention
that the number of handshaking transmissions is at most 2N =
20000 packets, which is about 0.3% of the total number of
transmissions. Considering that handshake packets are much
shorter than data packets, we see that this overhead is wholly
negligible.

Table II summarizes Ntx

np
and reliability in different meth-

ods.

TABLE II
COMPARISON OF ENERGY CONSUMPTION AND BROADCAST RELIABILITY

IN DIFFERENT BROADCAST SCHEMES. THE VALUE OF p IS CHOSEN AS 0.7,
0.37, AND 0.25 FOR PBCAST, RBCAST AND CRBCAST, RESPECTIVELY.

Broadcasting Scheme Ntx
np

Reliability

Flooding 10001 1
PBcast 6999 0.99
RBcast 4850 1

CRBcast 2769 1

We also implement the approximation algorithm for finding
an MCDS proposed in [28], which is a centralized algorithm
and needs full knowledge about the topology of the network.
The algorithm results in 1956 transmissions per packet, which
outperforms CRBcast. However, the algorithm in [28] is
neither scalable nor practical for large networks. Moreover,
it has the uneven load-balancing problem (i.e., some nodes
run out of battery power much faster than the others). More
importantly, broadcast schemes that are based on finding an
MCDS cannot be adapted easily for mobile or lossy networks.

To examine the performance of CRBcast in different net-
work topologies, we further considered two network topolo-
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Fig. 6. The number of transmissions per packet for providing reliability at
least 1 − 10−8 in CRBcast. We considered np = 2000 and γ = 1.03 for
the network topologies T2 and T3.

gies T2 and T3, for which N = 5000 nodes are deployed
uniformly at random in an area A = 2000m × 2000m. The
transmission ranges of the nodes in T2 and T3 are r = 60m
and r = 75m, respectively. Figure 6 depicts the simulation
results for broadcasting np = 2000 packets over T2 and T3

using CRBcast. The results are averaged over 50 random
network instances for each topology. For each case, we notice
an optimal forwarding probability p∗ at which the number
of transmissions is minimized. From the figure, we have
p∗2 = 0.22 (corresponding to Ntx

np
≈ 1267) and p∗3 = 0.3

(corresponding to Ntx

np
≈ 1742) for topologies T2 and T3,

respectively. It should be noted that these results are once
again confirmed to be very close to theoretical results for pG

given by (11) (pG
2 	 0.205 and pG

3 	 0.32). We also compared
CRBcast with PBcast. A highly reliable PBcast (Rnp ≥ 0.99)
results in Ntx

np
≈ 3250 and Ntx

np
≈ 4500 for T2 and T3,

respectively. Therefore, CRBcast offers about 61% reduction
in transmission when compared to PBcast in both T2 and T3.

The centralized approximation algorithm for finding an
MCDS proposed in [28], results in 903 and 1311 transmissions
per packet for T2 and T3, respectively. However, as we
mentioned earlier such a centralized scheme is not practical.

To evaluate the performance of CRBcast in lossy networks,
we considered broadcasting np = 2000 packets over network
topology T1 and link packet loss probability ε = 0.3. Figure 7
depicts the results in comparison with the lossless case. As
we expect, the number of transmissions per packet in Phase
I is the same for both lossless and lossy cases. However, for
lossy networks there will be more transmissions in Phase II.
Therefore, the total number of transmissions increases. This
increase is more considerable for small p, for which most
of the transmission is done in Phase II. At the optimal value,
Ntx

np
≈ 3237 for the lossy case, which is about 14% higher than

the optimal value for lossless case. A highly reliable PBcast
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Fig. 7. The number of transmissions per packet for providing reliability at
least 1 − 10−8 in CRBcast. We considered np = 2000 and γ = 1.03 for
the network topology T1for lossless links and lossy links with packet loss
probability ε = 0.3.

(Rnp ≥ 0.99) results in Ntx

np
≈ 7000†. It should be noted that

in less dense networks, PBcast may not even be able to provide
reliability close to one when the links are lossy. In contrast, the
modified CRBcast for lossy networks will always guarantee
reliable delivery of the packets.

C. Simulation Results for CRBcast: Time-Constrained Imple-
mentation

In our simulations in Section IV-B, we made some assump-
tions that may not be necessary or very practical. The first
assumption disregarded the waiting time to access the channel.
The second assumption in our simulations of CRBcast was
that Phase I and Phase II are executed sequentially. In other
words, we assumed that Phase II starts when Phase I is over,
i.e., all the nodes have already forwarded their packets in
Phase I . Using these assumptions, we were able to carry out
theoretical work and find the optimal forwarding probability.
We can argue that these assumptions could be realized if we
do not have any constraint on the latency of broadcasting,
i.e., if we give broadcasting sufficient time for completion.
We refer to this implementation of CRBcast as time-relaxed
implementation.

In this section, we repeat the experiment assuming the
nodes that have some packets to send will contend for a
channel to avoid any collision. For this purpose, we consider
the two-hop blocking MAC scheme. We assume that the
complete transmission of one packet from a node to its one-
hop neighbors takes one time unit. By considering such a
MAC layer, we will also be able to compare the latency of
the broadcasting algorithms.

Bringing the MAC into the picture, slightly changes the
implementation of CRBcast in that we no longer can assume
the temporal separation of Phase I and Phase II . This means
while some nodes may be in the probabilistic forwarding

†This result is the same as the result for reliable PBcast in lossless network
T1 (Table II). The reason is that here the network is very dense. Therefore,
for high forwarding probabilities, the lost packets are compensated by the
redundant packets from different neighbors.
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TABLE III
COMPARISON OF ENERGY CONSUMPTION AND LATENCY IN DIFFERENT
BROADCAST SCHEMES WITH TWO-HOP BLOCKING MAC IN PLACE. THE

VALUE OF p IS CHOSEN AS 0.7 AND 0.27 FOR PBCAST AND CRBCAST,
RESPECTIVELY.

Broadcasting Scheme Ntx
np

Latency (time unit)

Flooding 10001 9.7 × 104

PBcast 6999 6.7 × 104

CRBcast 3053 6.1 × 104

MPR 8311 8.0 × 104

phase, others may have proceeded to Phase II . A node is
in Phase I at the beginning, and it forwards the packets that it
receives for the first time with a probability p, whenever it gets
the channel. If the channel is not free, it will put the packets in
its queue and send one packet at a time, whenever the channel
becomes available. A node is considered to be in Phase II if
it is either complete or is a neighbor of a complete node (if
it hears an ADV message). In these cases, the node will not
continue to send those packets that are waiting in its queue.
Instead, if it is a complete node, it will send new packets
(after decoding and re-encoding) to its neighbors based on
the requests that it receives. If it is a neighbor of a complete
node, it will request the number of packets it requires to be
complete. Upon reception of the required number of packets,
it becomes a complete node, and when it has the channel sends
an ADV message. This process continues until all the nodes
become complete.

We compare CRBcast, PBcast, and another scheme called
Multipoint Relaying (MPR) [2]. In MPR, each node i is aware
of its neighborhood up to two hops and selects a subset Mi

of its one-hop neighbors as forwarding nodes such that for
any node j that is two hops away from i, there exists a
node in Mi that is connected to j. Therefore, if i transmits
a packet and only nodes in Mi forward it, all the nodes in
the two-hop neighborhood of i will receive the packet. Yet,
when broadcasting is performed, a node k forwards a message
received from node i if and only if k ∈ Mi.

Figure 8 compares Ntx

np
with respect to forwarding prob-

ability p when np = 2000 packets are broadcast over the
network topology T1 using CRBcast for both time-relaxed
and time-constrained cases. We see that there is discrepancy
between the two graphs. This is because of different simulation
setups. For example, we see that for large values of p, time-
constrained CRBcast has smaller Ntx

np
. This is because there

are some nodes in the network that start their Phase II before
completing their Phase I . As can be seen, similar to the
time-relaxed case, there is an optimal forwarding probability
for the time-constrained case, and the corresponding optimal
forwarding probability values are close. The minimum Ntx

np
,

which is equal to 3053 transmissions per packet, occurs at
p = 0.27.

Figure 9 depicts the latency of PBcast and CRBcast versus
forwarding probability p for broadcasting np = 2000 packets
over the network topology T1. The two-hop blocking MAC
was considered for both schemes. Clearly, latency is an
increasing function of p for PBcast. The case is different for
CRBcast. When p is very small, each packet is forwarded by
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Fig. 9. Latency of PBcast and CRBcast versus forwarding probability p for
broadcasting np = 2000 packets over the network topology T1. The two-hop
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very few nodes in Phase I . Therefore, most of the load will
be in Phase II , which is more time consuming. This causes a
high latency. By increasing p, a better balance between Phase
I and Phase II is in place. Hence, we expect that the latency
would decrease since more nodes can forward the packets
simultaneously. However, we should note that increasing p
beyond a threshold causes many unnecessary transmissions,
which increases the latency. This explains the variation of the
latency of CRBcast in Figure 9.

Table III summarizes the results for the minimum number
of transmissions per packet and the corresponding latency for
different broadcast schemes when the two-hop blocking MAC
is considered. As can be seen, CRBcast has 69.5%, 56.4%, and
63.3% less energy consumption in comparison with flooding,
PBcast (p = 0.7), and MPR, respectively. In terms of latency,
PBcast and CRBcast are quite close, though CRBcast has
slightly lower latency.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we considered the problem of reliable and
energy-efficient broadcasting in wireless sensor networks. We
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proposed the collaborative rateless broadcast (CRBcast) pro-
tocol, which is based on probabilistic broadcast (PBcast) and
rateless erasure coding. In CRBcast, after rateless encoding at
the source, a light-weight PBcast is implemented on encoded
packets. Then, those nodes that receive sufficient number of
packets for retrieving the original data help their neighboring
nodes to recover data based on an advertisement and request
mechanism. In order to fully understand CRBcast, we inves-
tigated PBcast for large networks. We derived an analytical
expression for the threshold forwarding probability (pth) that
ensures reliable broadcasting of a single packet. Moreover, we
derived bounds on reliability of PBcast while broadcasting a
large number of packets.

Simulation results confirmed that CRBcast substantially re-
duces energy consumption for reliable broadcasting in compar-
ison with other schemes such as flooding, PBcast, RBcast, and
MPR. Specifically, we showed that CRBcast with a reliability
of one results in 60% less energy consumption in comparison
with PBcast having reliability of 99%.

A very important property of CRBcast is that it is not only
a reliable and energy-efficient scheme, but also a scalable and
practical one that does not require any information about the
network topology. Hence, CRBcast can be easily generalized
for mobile and lossy networks.

APPENDIX A
REVIEW OF RATELESS CODES

Here, we briefly review rateless codes introduced by
Luby [17]. Suppose we want to transmit a message comprising
of n input symbols. Encoding (output) symbols are simply
formed as follows:

• Randomly choose a degree d according to a carefully
designed degree distribution

• Choose uniformly at random d input symbols
• Perform bitwise XOR operations on the selected d input

symbols to form the output symbol

A receiver is able to retrieve the original data if it receives
sufficient number of output symbols. In general, the number of
output symbols required to give a high probability of decoding
n input symbols can be expressed as γn for a fraction γ � 1
(γ is called the rateless overhead). The process of decoding
rateless codes relies on finding an output symbol such that the
value of all but one of its neighbor input symbols is known.
The value of the unknown input symbol is computed by simple
bitwise XOR operations. This step is repeated until no more
of such output symbols can be found. Following [16] and [29]
we may view the input and output symbols as vertices of a
bipartite graph G. Figure 10 depicts a small example of an LT
code, where n = 7 and γ = 8/7. Circular nodes correspond
to the input symbols, and the rectangular nodes correspond
to the output symbols. The values of the output symbols are
known at the receiver, and the goal is to find the values of
the input symbols. The decoding starts by copying the value
of c3 to its unique neighbor v2. Next, since c2 has only one
unknown neighbor, it recovers the value of v1. The next output
symbol with only one unknown neighbor is c4 and recovers v6.
The decoding continues until no output symbol with exactly
one unknown neighbor exists. In this example, the decoding

is successful since the values of all the input symbols are
determined.

v1 v2 v3 v4 v5 v6 v7

c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6 c7 c8

Fig. 10. Example of a small rateless code, where n = 7 and γ = 8/7.
The circular and rectangular node correspond to input and output symbols,
respectively.

More efficient rateless codes were later proposed in [16],
[18]. The ideas are similar to [17], except that a more practical
degree distribution is employed to further reduce the encoding
and decoding complexities. These codes also use a pre-coder
to reduce the decoding failure probability.
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